For the purpose of formulating the problem, first of &II consider n uncoupled systems, each being described by the respective Lienard's equation
It is easily seen that these equations are equivalent to where
If these n systems are now coupled through the nonlinearities Gi, the resulting coupled system can then be described by the vector differential equation
where r(l), y(t)&R" and F(.), G(.) map Rn into itself, and F(x) =(4(x,), * * * , F,(x,))t. Suppose now that G'(x) is the gradient at x of some U mapping R" into R (i.e., G"(x) =aU/&(x)). 
where H(. ) mapping Rn into Rn is to be determined. The derivative of V along solutions of (3) is then easily seen to be
In order for V of (4) to be positive for Ilrll+\jyjl (11 11 denotes any norm on Rn) sufficiently large, we must require that for some M>O, U(x),>e>O for all xER" satisfying llrll >M. Then a sufficient condition for boundedness of the solutions of (3) is simply that ii be negative for all (x, y) outside some bounded region containing the point x=y=O (cf.
[6]). For the case n = 1 (i.e., a single Lienard equation), one proves boundedness from the above method by choosing X(x) as (note x, y-9 i--G, X-C-LX for some c >0 and (Y >O. Then for Ix / >oc
Thus, if G1(x)F(x)+ m as I x I+ m , it is clear that (Y can be chosen sufficiently large that v <0 for /x I >ol. For /x I <ol it is easily seen from (5) that a /3>0 can be found such that v<O for (yl >p. Thus P(x, y)<O for (x, y) outside the box B= {(x, y)j 1x1 <a, lyl <P}. 
i-c, xi < -Q.
To show the limitations of this procedure, consider the following examples.
Example I: Consider the case of n uncoupled Lienard equations (i.e., GL(x) = (G~(xd, Gdxd, . . . , G,(x,))). From the result stated above for a single Lienard equation, it is seen that a sufficient condition for boundedness of solutions of the n uncoupled Lienard equations is as follows. where
Since V;(xi, yi) is simply the Lyapunov function used above to prove the boundedness of a single Lienard equation, it is seen that an a and 0 can be chosen for all i such that vi(xi, yi) <0 for (xi, yi) outside BiCR' defined by Bi = {(xi, y%) I lxil <a, j@il <a). Consider now the region BCRZn defined by B= {(x, y)I lxil <ol, Iyil <@, i=l,. . . ) e>. It is not necessarily true that P <0 outside B.
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For example, suppose (xi, yi)BBi and (xi, ri)EBi for all 1 <i<n. Then Pi<O, but the other Pi may be sufficiently positive that C:-l Vi>O.
Thus, although I and II are sufficient conditions for the boundedness of solutions of (3) in the uncoupled case, this result cannot be arrived at on the basis of the Lyapunov function given by (4), (g), and (9). It is by no means clear that in every case an o( and p can be found such that P is negative outside of B (note that a change in OL changes V). This situation would not occur if one were proving asymptotic stability. For if the Lyapunov functions Vi@;, yr) were such that IJ'i(xi, yi) <'O for (xi, yJ# (0, O), then V(X, y) = & V'<(xi, r;) would have a negative definite derivative along solutions of (3).
It is only when some of the Vi can have positive derivatives (as when proving boundedness) that weaker results are obtained. Obviously, the same difficulty illustrated above will occur when coupling exists, and therefore any results along these lines will be very conservative.
Example 2: Consider the case when n = 2 and Multiple DC Solution One-Transistor Circuits P of (5) with H(x) in the form of (8) and (9) Thus, unless yl=yz, there will exist a slope m such that aQ/aE(xi, mxi, t) <O. Since for a given xi, XZ, aQ/aE is constant, it is seen that for $ sufficiently large there will exist a ray (x,, mrl) such that Q(xi, mxi, E) <0 for large xi. Thus if Y~#YZ, it follows that the condition Gl(x)F(x)+m as ]\x]]-+m will hold only for small coupling coefficient t.
Example 3: Consider again the case when n = 2 and G is given by (12). Further, assume that Fi(xi) is asymptotic to yixip and F~(xz) is asymptotic to ~2x2~ as xi and XZ-+ m, p and p odd, and p >q. Along the ray x2=rn~,, Q(x,, ~2, 6) given in (13) 
Thus for m > (w,"+E) /.$, the coefficient of xip+l is negative, and since p >q, it follows that Q(xi, mxi, 5) <0 for xi sufficiently large. Hence, in this case if $#O, the condition G'(x)F(x)+m as ]]x]]-+m cannot be met, and the Lyapunov function of (4) will not prove boundedness. Clearly, by exchanging the roles of x1 and ~2, the same result can be shown to hold if p >p.
From the above examples, one can conclude that the Lyapunov function of (4), (S), and (9) will 1) give very conservative results; 2) only prove boundedness for "small" coupling coefficients; and 3) will not give results in the case when the asymptotic behaviors of the Fi(xi) as the xi+ m are of different orders.
Numerical solutions of the equations k, = yl -/AI(AIX,~/S + A&/3 + Am) -Xl -c(x, -x,) kz = yz -crz(B,xP/S + B&/3 + Bsxz) jz = -x2 + c (x, -x2) for various values of parameters have been obtained by using a method due to Nordsieck [7] . It was observed that in each case the solution stays bounded [S] . From the conditions for the boundedness of a single oscillator, one may be led to the conjecture that the coupled oscillators are ultimately bounded if G'(x)F(x)+m as Here we study this situation. In particular, we use the formulation of Sandberg and Willson to obtain the conditions under which a circuit consisting of one transistor, passive resistors, transformers, and batteries has multiple solutions.
II. REVIEW OF THE SANDBERG~ILLSON RESULTS
Consider a circuit containing one transistor connected to a network constructed of dc sources, ideal transformers, and (linear, passive) resistors, as shown in Fig. 1 . Then if the Ebers-Mall model [S, p. 1001 is used to describe the transistor, the resulting equations most often can be written as [l, p. 221 Here G is the admittance matrix of the connecting two-port of Fig. 1, x is the two-vector of base-to-emitter and collector voltages, B is a two-vector linearly proportional to source parameters, and F (.) is a strictly monotone increasing two-vector (Ebers-Moll equation exponentials) mapping.
Of key importance to the uniqueness of solutions of (1) 
